ABSTRACT Neurons release neuropeptides via the regulated exocytosis of dense core vesicles (DCVs) to evoke or modulate behaviors. We found that Caenorhabditis elegans motor neurons send most of their DCVs to axons, leaving very few in the cell somas. How neurons maintain this skewed distribution and the extent to which it can be altered to control DCV numbers in axons or to drive release from somas for different behavioral impacts is unknown. Using a forward genetic screen, we identified loss-of-function mutations in UNC-43 (CaM kinase II) that reduce axonal DCV levels by 90% and cell soma/dendrite DCV levels by 80%, leaving small synaptic vesicles largely unaffected. Blocking regulated secretion in unc-43 mutants restored near wild-type axonal levels of DCVs. Time-lapse video microscopy showed no role for CaM kinase II in the transport of DCVs from cell somas to axons. In vivo secretion assays revealed that much of the missing neuropeptide in unc-43 mutants is secreted via a regulated secretory pathway requiring UNC-31 (CAPS) and . DCV cargo levels in unc-43 mutants are similarly low in cell somas and the axon initial segment, indicating that the secretion occurs prior to axonal transport. Genetic pathway analysis suggests that abnormal neuropeptide function contributes to the sluggish basal locomotion rate of unc-43 mutants. These results reveal a novel pathway controlling the location of DCV exocytosis and describe a major new function for CaM kinase II.
B
OTH neurons and neuroendocrine cells rely on the controlled release of neuropeptides via dense core vesicle (DCV) exocytosis to evoke or modulate behaviors (Scheller and Axel 1984; Kupfermann 1991; T. Liu et al. 2007; Li and Kim 2008) . The DCVs in neuroendocrine and PC12 cells are much more abundant and accessible to biochemical and physiological experiments than those in neurons. For example, in chromaffin and pancreatic b-cells (both neuroendocrine cells), DCVs can number in the tens of thousands per cell and can occupy 31 and 12% of the cell volume, respectively (Dean 1973; Plattner et al. 1997) . Exploiting these advantages, studies in PC12 and neuroendocrine cells have revealed that DCVs arise from a regulated secretory pathway. The pathway begins in the trans Golgi, where various sorting mechanisms cause regulated secretory proteins, such as neuropeptides and their processing enzymes, to coalesce into vesicles that bud from the trans Golgi to form immature DCVs. Additional sorting of non-DCV cargos away from DCV cargos occurs as DCVs mature through this pathway (Arvan and Castle 1998; Tooze et al. 2001; Borgonovo et al. 2006) .
DCVs must selectively retain and protect several distinct cargos that have different physical states as they mature. These include the neuropeptide core, which is thought to be in an aggregated state, the neuropeptide-processing enzymes PC-2 convertase and carboxypeptidase E, possibly soluble cargos, and transmembrane cargos.
While neurons and neuroendocrine cells share this core pathway for DCV production, neurons have evolved additional membrane-trafficking requirements that may necessitate modifications to this core pathway or additional levels of regulation. For example, neurons send most of their DCVs to the axon as opposed to amassing them in the cell soma as neuroendocrine cells do. As neuronal DCVs complete their maturation in the cell soma, but before they are transported to the axon, neurons may need a mechanism to prevent the loss of those newly formed DCVs due to exocytosis from the cell soma in response to electrical depolarization or chemical signals impinging on the soma.
The model organism Caenorhabditis elegans has several strengths for investigating neuronal DCV trafficking, including the ability to track and quantitatively image DCV cargos in live animals using fluorescently tagged cargos expressed from integrated transgenes, and the ability to perform large forward genetic screens to uncover the molecular requirements for DCV trafficking. Past studies used these strengths to show that null mutations in UNC-108 (Rab2) cause altered interactions between immature DCVs and early endosomes, resulting in the loss of soluble and transmembrane cargos without affecting the aggregated neuropeptide core Sumakovic et al. 2009 ).
In the current study, we performed a forward genetic screen aimed at finding other mutations that alter the distribution of DCVs and DCV cargos between cell somas and axons. From the screen we recovered loss-of-function (nonsense) mutations in UNC-43 (CaM kinase II) that reduce the axonal levels of DCVs and all DCV cargos examined by 90% while cell soma/dendrite levels of all nontransmembrane cargos were reduced by 60-80%. In contrast, small synaptic vesicles were largely unaffected. Our analysis of DCV distribution, movements, and exocytosis in unc-43 mutants revealed a surprising new function for CaM kinase II in blocking the regulated exocytosis of DCVs before they are transported into axons.
Materials and Methods

Worm culture and strains
Worm culture and manipulation essentially followed previously described methods Stiernagle 2006) . Briefly, culture media was modified NGM (referred to as NGM-LOB), containing no added calcium or magnesium, and consisted of the following (per liter): 2 g NaCl, 3.1 g peptone, 3.0 g KH 2 PO 4 , 0.5 g K 2 HPO 4 , and 20 g Sigma A-7002 agar. After autoclaving and cooling to 55°, the following was added (per liter): 1.6 ml of 5 mg/ml cholesterol in ethanol, 1.0 ml of 100 mg/ml streptomycin in ddH 2 O, 1.25 ml of 10 mg/ml mycostatin suspension in ethanol. Prior studies define the culture plate types as "spread plates," "streak plates," and "locomotion plates" (Miller et al. 1999; Edwards et al. 2008) . Wild-type worms were the N2 strain and the mapping strain CB4856. Supporting Information lists the complete genotypes of all strains used in this study as well the molecular lesion of each mutation used in this study.
IDA-1-GFP forward genetic screen
For each screening cycle, we mutagenized 3000 L4s of the strain KG2445 ceIs76 (unc-17::IDA-1-GFP; four times outcrossed after integration) with 27.6 mM EMS in M9 supplemented with OP50 bacteria for 4 hr at 20°. After growing this P 0 generation for 72 hr at 14°on 2 spread plates, we rinsed all adults and larvae from the plates and allowed the F 1 generation eggs to hatch overnight at 20°. F 1 hatchlings were collected and counted, and 3000 were plated on each of eight spread plates and grown for 3 days at 20°. All animals were scraped from these plates and treated with alkaline hypochlorite solution to release eggs. The egg suspension was plated on unseeded NGM-LOB culture plates and incubated overnight at 20°to allow the F 2 generation eggs to hatch. F 2 hatchlings were collected and counted, and 5000 were plated on each of 18 spread plates. Half of these plates were grown for 32 hr at 20°+ 16 hr at 14°, and half were grown for 8 hr at 20°+ 64 hr at 14°so that screening could be done on 2 successive days. These growth times produced mid-L4 stage synchronous F 2 grandprogeny. For each half day of screening, we harvested animals from three of these plates using 5 ml of sterile PBS per plate and adding the suspension to 8 ml of sterile PBS, stirring slowly in a 50-ml beaker (stir bar trauma can harm animals). We counted 12, 50-ml aliquots of this suspension, obtained an average, and adjusted the suspension volume to 24 worms per 50 ml. At 20-min intervals, we pipetted 50 ml (24 worms) from the stirring suspension into each of the 12 center wells of a 96-well Mat-Tek glass-bottom plate (MatTek, Ashland, MA; P96G-1.5-F-F) that had been preloaded with 50 ml of 300 mM levamisole per well. We began screening 10 min after loading the first well and used 20 min to screen the animals in the 12 wells using a 0.75 numerical aperture 320 dry objective on a Nikon TE-2000E inverted microscope with a Universal stage containing an inset sized for 96-well plates. In each half day of screening, over 2 successive days per week, we screened 8 such rows of 12 wells. We screened animals in each well for decreased fluorescence in the dorsal cord and/or increased fluorescence in cell somas. At the end of each 20-min screening session, after noting wells containing such mutants, we pipetted the contents of the well onto a predried streak plate using a Pasteur pipette, rinsed the well with 100 ml of M9, and then, immediately after the liquid dried, clonally distributed up to 24 animals to a 24-well solid-media culture plate. Depending on the relative size of the animal, we often plated fewer animals. In later experiments, we plated the animals on 96-well solid media culture plates containing a thick layer of OP50 bacteria. After 3 days at 20°+ 1 day at 14°, we used a sterile toothpick to pick about six L4s from each well onto Mat-Tek plate wells containing 150 mM levamisole. After screening on the TE-2000E, wells with 100% mutant phenotype were noted, and we used the corresponding well on the 24-or 96-well plate to score behavioral and other phenotypes and to set up stocks. We screened 22,300 F 2 animals for a calculated sevenfold genomic coverage.
Mapping, identification, and outcrossing of new mutations
We crossed the ceIs76 transgene into the CB4856 mapping strain 12 times and then used ceIs76 (CB4856) males to cross the CB4856 polymorphisms with the ce685; ceIs76 mutant, re-isolating 23 homozgyous mutant mapping lines by the fluorescence phenotype in the F 2 generation. We then mapped the ce685 mutation relative to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to the center region of chromosome IV using a previously described method . For high-resolution SNP mapping to a subregion of chromosome IV, we crossed the ce685 mutation away from the ceIs76 insertion to make a four-times outcrossed strain, which we then crossed to CB4856 to produce 95 mutant mapping lines isolated by their behavioral phenotype. The physical interval to which the mutation mapped was 8,502,939-10,603,456 for a size of 2,101,417. A complementation test in which we crossed ce725/+;ceIs76 males to ce685;ceIs76 revealed noncomplementation among 50% of the male cross-progeny, scoring by the fluorescence phenotype as well as by uncoordinated phenotype. A complementation test in which we crossed ce685/+ males to unc-43(n498n1186) revealed noncomplementation among 50% of the male cross-progeny, scoring by the uncoordinated phenotype. PCR amplification and sequencing of the unc-43 gene-coding region in ce685 and ce725 mutant genomic DNAs revealed a Q67Stop mutation (amino acid position relative to the K11E8.1g.2 isoform) in ce685. This mutation is identical to unc-43(n1186). Analysis of ce725 mutant genomic DNA revealed a W168Stop mutation relative to the K11E8.1g.2 isoform. We outcrossed ce685 and ce725 four and two times, respectively, to N2 before using them for the experiments in this article.
Plasmids
Supporting Information lists all of the DNA constructs used in this study along with sources and construction details. In all constructs involving the cloning of PCR fragments, we sequenced the inserts and used clones containing no mutations in the fragment of interest to establish the final plasmid stock.
Transgene production
We prepared plasmids for microinjection using the Qiagen Tip-20 system according to the manufacturer's instructions, except that we added a 0.1-M potassium acetate/2-volume ethanol precipitation step after resuspending the isopropanol-precipitated pellet. We produced transgenic strains bearing extrachromosomal arrays by the method of Mello et al. (1991) . For the unc-43 rescue experiments, the host was KG2550 unc-43(ce685); ceIs76. For all other injection experiments, N2 was the host. We used pBluescript carrier DNA to bring the final concentration of DNA in each injection mixture to 175 ng/ml and integrated the arrays into the genome as described , using 9100 Rad of gamma rays. Supporting Information lists all of the transgenic arrays in this study, their DNA contents, and the injection concentration of each DNA. We mapped the integration site of each new insertion by crossing the integrant through CB4856, re-isolating and cloning homozygous transgenic animals in the F 2 generation, and using the resulting mapping lines to map the transgenes relative to SNPs as described .
C. elegans strain constructions
To cross an integrated transgene into a mutant background, we typically crossed a male integrant strain, made by the heatshock method , to the mutant, although in some cases we used integrant/+ heterozygous males. After incubating 3 days at 20°, we cloned five L4-stage cross-progeny carrying the fluorescently marked transgene. After 4 days at room temperature, we cloned 12 bright-fluorescent (putatively homozygous for the transgene) mutant adult hermaphrodites and grew them for 4 days at room temperature before choosing one homozygous mutant line that was also homozygous for the transgene to establish the stock. To construct strains carrying two mutations plus a transgene, we typically first crossed the insertion into each single mutant and then used homo-or hemizygous integrant males for the first cross to mutant A, allowing the entire construction to be done in a background that is homozygous for the insertion. We constructed these strains, as well as the unc-43; egl-3 double mutant, using the standard method of crossing heterozygous males of mutant A with homozygous hermaphrodites of mutant B and cloning virgin F 1 cross-progeny. From plates segregating mutant A in their F 2 progeny, we cloned mutant A and/ or mutant B animals and looked for segregation of the double mutant in the next generation using behavioral phenotypes. After making a strain composed of two or more mutations, we verified the homozygosity of the mutations by PCR (for deletions) and/or by sequencing PCR products (for point mutants) of both loci from genomic DNA of the final strain.
Quantitative fluorescence imaging and image analysis of DCV cargos in live animals
Supporting Information provides complete details of the procedures used for quantitative fluorescence imaging and image analysis, including growth and mounting of strains, image acquisition, processing and quantifying images, and producing representative images.
Time-lapse video microscopy of DCV active transport in live animals
Supporting Information provides complete details of the procedures used for time-lapse imaging, including growth and mounting of strains, image acquisition, processing time-lapse images, and quantifying DCV movements from kymographs.
Antibody production
Supporting Information describes the EGL-21 antibody production.
Immunostaining
Supporting Information describes the immunostaining methods.
Electron microscopy
Supporting Information describes the electron microscopy (EM) methods used in this study.
Behavioral assays
Previous studies described the basal locomotion rate assays (Miller et al. 1999; Reynolds et al. 2005) .
Statistical analysis
For analyses involving only two experimental groups, we used the unpaired t-test, Welch corrected. For all multiple comparison data (more than two groups), we performed ANOVAs followed by post-tests for statistical significance (Tukey's test for any multiple comparison data in which at least some noncontrol samples were compared to each other and Dunnett's test for any multiple comparison graphs that compared samples to only a single control population). The figure legends note which post test was used. We performed all statistical comparisons using Graphpad Instat 3 (Graphpad Software, Inc.).
Results
DCV cargos are largely absent from axons in mutants lacking UNC-43 (CaM kinase II)
unc-108 (Rab2) null mutants have DCV cargo-trafficking defects that cause the transmembrane DCV cargo IDA-1-GFP to build up in neuronal cell somas and reduce its axonal levels by 70% ). IDA-1 is the C. elegans ortholog of insulinoma-associated protein 2, a protein that is specific to DCVs in vertebrate neurons (Solimena et al. 1996) and is a marker for DCVs in C. elegans (Cai et al. 2004; Zahn et al. 2004) . To identify other proteins that control how DCVs and/or DCV cargos distribute between cell somas and axons, we mutagenized animals containing an integrated transgene that expresses IDA-1-GFP in cholinergic motor neurons and screened their grandprogeny for mutants with higher levels of IDA-1-GFP in their cell somas and/or lower levels of IDA-1-GFP in their axons ( Figure 1A ). Forward genetic screening of 22,300 F 2 animals (sevenfold genomic coverage) yielded two nonsense (early stop codon) mutations that mapped to the unc-43 gene, which encodes the sole C. elegans ortholog of Ca ++ -calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II and is .80% identical to its human ortholog over much of its length. Both nonsense mutations occur in the highly conserved catalytic domain ( Figure 1B ) and are thus likely to strongly reduce or eliminate the catalytic activity of CaM kinase II. Hereafter we refer to the nonsense mutants as unc-43 lf (loss-of-function) mutants. Note that we also analyzed the unc-43(tm1605) deletion allele and found it to be homozygous viable with growth, behavioral, and soluble cargo-trafficking phenotypes similar to the nonsense mutants reported here (data not shown). tm1605 is a 651-bp in-frame deletion that removes H113 through R218 (amino acid numbering refers to the K11e8.1f.2 isoform), which is 39% of the catalytic domain.
The levels of IDA-1-GFP in unc-43 lf mutant axons are 30% of wild-type axons ( Figure 1C ). This defect results from the loss of UNC-43's kinase activity in the same neurons because expressing wild-type UNC-43 in the same neurons completely rescued this defect, but a kinase-dead version of UNC-43 did not rescue ( Figure 1C) . A previously isolated unc-43 gain-of-function mutant showed the opposite phenotype. It accumulated IDA-1-GFP in its axons at levels that were 155% of wild type ( Figure 1C ).
To determine if UNC-43 (CaM kinase II) and UNC-108 (Rab2) act in the same pathway, we analyzed double mutants. An unc-43; unc-108 double mutant was only slightly worse than either single mutant with respect to the amount of IDA-1-GFP reaching axons and was not statistically significant, possibly suggesting a common pathway ( Figure 1C ). However, an analysis of cell somas revealed that unc-43 lf mutants, unlike unc-108 null mutants, do not accumulate IDA-1-GFP in their cell somas ( Figure 1D ), suggesting that the two mutations may disrupt different pathways.
To determine if unc-43 lf mutations also disrupt the trafficking of soluble DCV cargo, we used the NLP-21 pro-neuropeptide tagged at its C terminus with the fluorescent protein Venus ). This genomically integrated transgene expresses the tagged pro-neuropeptide in a set of nine DA and DB-type ventral cord motor neurons, which allows quantitative imaging of defined axonal, dendritic, and cell soma regions (Figure 2A ). The Venus tag on NLP-21 behaves as a soluble cargo after EGL-3 (PC2 convertase) cleaves it from the neuropeptides inside DCVs ( Figure  S1 ) ). We found that both unc-43 and unc-108 null mutant axons are missing 80% of this soluble DCV cargo, while their cell somas were missing 60 and 50%, respectively ( Figure 2B ). As an important control, we found that expression of soluble GFP alone using the same transgenic promoter is not affected by an unc-43 lf mutation ( Figure S2 ).
To determine whether unc-43 lf mutations affect the trafficking of actual neuropeptide cargos, we tracked this cargo class using an INS-22-Venus transgene. INS-22 is one of a group of insulin-like peptides in C. elegans, and it lacks EGL-3 (PC2 convertase) cleavage sites. Thus, the Venus tag should stay with the aggregated neuropeptide cargo rather than being separated from the neuropeptides during the neuropeptide processing that occurs in DCVs ( Figure S1 ). unc-108 null mutations have little or no effect on INS-22-Venus cargos ). In strong contrast, unc-43 lf mutant axons are missing .90% of their INS-22-Venus cargo ( Figure 3A ). We saw similar results when we tracked aggregated neuropeptide cargo by viewing the NLP-21-Venus
transgene in an egl-3 (PC2 convertase) null mutant background, which should also keep the Venus tag with the aggregated neuropeptide since the neuropeptides cannot be cleaved away from the tag in this background ( Figure  3A and Figure S1 ). Again, this contrasts strongly with unc-108 mutants, which can traffic unprocessed NLP-21-Venus to axons similar to wild type ).
To determine whether unc-43 lf mutations affect the trafficking of endogenous DCV cargos, we performed quantitative immunostaining experiments using antibodies that recognize endogenous neuropeptides as well as endogenous EGL-21(carboxypeptidase E), which is a neuropeptide processing enzyme known to be copackaged into DCVs with neuropeptides (Fricker 1988; Cool et al. 1997; Rindler 1998) . To detect endogenous neuropeptides, we used an antibody that recognizes processed FMRFamide-related neuropeptides in C. elegans and observed an 86.9% reduction in the endogenous neuropeptide signal in unc-43 mutant axons compared to wild type ( Figure 3B ). To detect endogenous EGL-21, we produced an affinity-purified polyclonal antibody against EGL-21 from purified, recombinant EGL-21. The antibody specifically recognizes EGL-21 because the signal is nearly absent in an egl-21 mutant that contains a large in-frame deletion ( Figure S2 ). We observed an 87.2% reduction in the endogenous EGL-21 signal in unc-43 mutant axons compared to wild type ( Figure 3C ). Thus, in agreement with the transgenic cargo data, endogenous DCV cargos in unc-43 mutant axons are present at only 10% of wild-type levels.
In addition to DCVs, neurons also contain synaptic vesicles (SVs) that secrete small-molecule neurotransmitters via a separate regulated secretory pathway. To determine the extent to which unc-43 lf mutations disrupt the trafficking of an endogenous SV cargo, we immunostained animals with an antibody that recognizes UNC-17 (VAChT, the SV ACh transporter) and observed a small but significant decrease in UNC-17 in unc-43 mutant axons compared to wild type ( Figure 3D ). Thus, UNC-43's role in the trafficking of SV cargos is minimal compared to its role in the trafficking of DCV cargos.
Electron microscopy analysis: unc-43 lf mutant axons are missing up to 90% of their DCVs, but synaptic vesicles are only mildly affected
To determine whether the DCV cargo losses in unc-43 mutant axons correspond to similar reductions in actual DCV numbers, we used high-pressure freezing EM to count DCVs in unc-43 mutant synapses. The DCVs in EM micrographs of unc-43 mutant axons appeared indistinguishable from DCVs in wild-type axons, showing that unc-43 lf mutants are capable of forming normal-looking DCVs. However, the two unc-43 nonsense mutants ce685 and ce725 had 78 and 94% fewer DCVs, respectively, than wild-type animals at their synapses (Figure 4, A and B) . In contrast, synaptic vesicle numbers were reduced by only 7% (not significant) and 24% (significant) in the two mutants. Thus, the EM data corroborate the quantitative fluorescence data and demonstrate that the cargos that are missing in axons correspond to similar reductions in actual DCVs, with only mild effects on SV numbers. This contrasts with unc-108 mutants, which are missing about two-thirds of their soluble and transmembrane DCV cargos, but have normal levels of actual DCVs and SVs in their axons Sumakovic et al. 2009 ).
UNC-68 (ryanodine receptor) contributes to UNC-43-mediated DCV cargo trafficking
Because CaM kinase II is known to be activated by calcium and calmodulin, we tested lf mutants of known calcium channels for similar DCV cargo phenotypes. C. elegans has three predicted voltage-gated calcium channel a 1 subunits: egl-19 (CaV1; L type), unc-2 (CaV2; N/P/Q type), and cca-1 (CaV3). Nonsense mutations in unc-2 and unc-36 [an a 2 d subunit that contributes to the trafficking and function of both CaV1 and CaV2 voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels (Bauer Huang et al. 2007; Saheki and Bargmann 2009) ] had axonal levels of both soluble and aggregated neuropeptide cargos Figure 1 unc-43 mutant motor neuron axons are missing most of a DCV transmembrane cargo due to loss of UNC-43 function in the same neurons. (A) Schematic illustrating the forward genetic screen by which this study identified unc-43 mutants. We screened F 2 grandprogeny of the mutagenized animals on 96-well glass-bottom Mat-Tek plates using an inverted microscope and selected animals with brighter cell somas and/or fainter dorsal axons. The cholinergic motor neuron cell somas are found only on the ventral side of the animal's body. Narrow axonal commissures (not shown) connect many of the cell somas to the main axon tracts on the dorsal side of the animal. EMS, ethylmethanesulfonate. (B) Scale drawing depicting the UNC-43G isoform with mutation locations and percentage identities to its human ortholog CaM kinase II d (accession no. NP_742113). Domain boundaries are from Wang (2008) (catalytic and regulatory domains) and from Rosenberg et al. (2006) (association domain). Percentage identity of the variable domain does not include a 39-aa insertion that is present in the UNC-43G splice isoform. (C) Representative, identically scaled images and quantification of IDA-1-GFP transmembrane cargo, expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs76, in cholinergic motor neuron axons in animals with the indicated genotypes. ceEx388 and ceEx389 are stable extrachromosomal transgenes that express the unc-43g (+) and unc-43g (K41R; kinase dead) cDNAs, respectively, from the same promoter used in the ceIs76 transgene. Graph data are means and standard errors of the background-adjusted total dorsal cord fluorescence per mm of cord length from 13 animals each. ***P # 0.001 by Tukey's Test when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type or to each other; n.s., P . 0.05 (not significant). (D) Representative, identically scaled images and quantification of IDA-GFP transmembrane cargo expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs76 in ventral cord motor neuron somas in animals with the indicated genotypes. Dashed lines outline the cell soma boundaries. Graph data are means and standard errors of the background-adjusted total cell soma fluorescence per mm 2 from 12 animals each. **P , 0.05 and *P = 0.01 by Dunnett's test, when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type. Bars without asterisks are not significantly different from wild type (P . 0.05).
that were not significantly different from wild type ( Figure  5 , A and B). We note that a previous study, using the same mutant and same aggregated neuropeptide cargo transgene, did show a slight (10%) significant increase in axonal levels of the cargo . Although egl-19 (CaV1) null mutants are embryonic lethal (Lee et al. 1997) , we found that the egl-19(ad1006) reduction-of-function mutant (Lee et al. 1997 ) also showed wild-type axonal levels of aggregated neuropeptide cargo using the nuIs195 transgene (96 6 10% of wild type; n = 13 dorsal cords). We have not yet tested cca-1 (CaV3) mutants. However, two deletion alleles of unc-68 (the sole worm ortholog of the ryanodine receptor, which releases Ca 2+ from internal stores in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), showed significantly reduced levels of soluble and aggregated neuropeptide cargos ( Figure 5, A and B) . Eliminating unc-68 did not further enhance the cargo loss in an unc-43 lf mutant ( Figure 5C ), which suggests that the ryanodine receptor and CaM kinase II function in the same Figure S1 ) ). Graph data are means and standard errors of the total background-adjusted dorsal cord fluorescence per mm of cord pathway to regulate DCV trafficking. None of the calcium channel mutations affected expression from the transgenic promoter used for this experiment ( Figure S3 ).
DCVs largely fail to enter axons in unc-43 lf mutants
The near absence of DCVs in unc-43 mutant axons could result either from hyperactive exocytosis of DCVs upon reaching the synaptic region of axons or from a failure of DCVs to exit the cell soma and enter axons, the latter of which could have a number of different causes. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we analyzed singlevesicle DCV cargos in axonal commissures. A commissure is the initial segment of the axon that does not contain synapses. It contains only those DCVs that the neuron is transporting between the cell soma and the distal synaptic region of the axon (in both directions). In C. elegans DA and DB motor neurons, the commissures extend from the cell somas on the ventral side of the animal across the body to the synaptic region of the axon in the dorsal nerve cord ( Figure   6A ). The concentration of DCVs in a wild-type commissure is much lower than in the synaptic region, and time-lapse imaging studies suggest that many fluorescently tagged neuropeptide puncta within commissures represent individual vesicles or packets of cotransported vesicles (Goodwin et al. 2012 ; also supported by Figure 10 in this study).
We compared the number of detectable fluorescent puncta containing soluble and aggregated neuropeptide cargos in wild-type and unc-43 lf mutant commissures. In the ventral commissure region, which is the closest region to the cell soma, the number of detectable puncta containing soluble cargo and aggregated neuropeptide cargo in an unc-43 lf mutant was reduced by 63 and 82%, respectively (Figure 6B) . We saw similar results for the dorsal commissure region (72 and 79%, respectively; Figure 6C ). The results thus suggest that DCV neuropeptide cargos do not properly exit the cell somas of unc-43 mutants or that they exit the cell soma but are secreted from the axon initial segment before being transported to the synaptic region.
length from 13 animals each. ***P # 0.001 by the unpaired t-test with Welch correction when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type. (B-D) Representative images and quantification from immunostaining of native FLP neuropeptides (B; red signal), native EGL-21 (C; red signal) and native UNC-17 (D; red signal) in the dorsal cord axons of animals with the indicated genotypes. In B, we costained with an antibody that recognizes UNC-47 (the SV GABA transporter; bottom green image in each pair in B) as a permeabilization control and then plotted the ratio of the two signals. In C and D, we immunostained in a ceIs123 genetic background, which expresses soluble GFP in the dorsal cord axons. We co-immuostained the strains in C and D with an anti-GFP antibody as a permeabilization control (bottom green image in each pair in C and D). We visualized the anti-GFP antibody using a farred Dylight 650 secondary antibody and then plotted the ratio of the two signals. Graphs show means and standard errors of the ratios of the red/green signals from 18 animals each. ***P # 0.001 by the unpaired t-test with Welch correction when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type. ACh synapses, respectively, collected from a total of two animals for each genotype. **P # 0.01 by Dunnett's test when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type. n.s., not significant (P . 0.05).
unc-43 lf mutants lose neuropeptide cargos via secretion
C. elegans motor neurons use the UNC-104 (KIF1A) motor to transport both synaptic vesicles and dense core vesicles to axons (Hall and Hedgecock 1991; . If the drastic reduction in axonal neuropeptide cargos in unc-43 lf mutants results from an active transport defect that causes DCVs to simply remain in cell somas rather than being transported to axons, then DCV cargos should accumulate in cell somas, as they do in unc-104 mutants . However, that is not the case. The soluble DCV cargo NLP-21-Venus is reduced by 60% in unc-43 lf mutant somas ( Figure 2C ), and the aggregated neuropeptide cargos INS-22-Venus and unprocessed NLP-21-Venus are reduced by 45 and 80%, respectively ( Figure 7A ). Prior studies have found that mutants that affect the polarity of DCV trafficking, such as cdk-5 (cyclin-dependent kinase-5) and syd-2 (Liprin-a) mutants, have lower levels of DCV cargos in their DB motor neuron axons, but the missing cargos can be found in dendrites (Goodwin et al. 2012; Goodwin and Juo 2013) . However, that is not the case here, since unc-43 mutant dendrites also have lower levels of the DCV cargos ( Figure 7A ). This suggests that the cargos are degraded in, and/or secreted from, the cell somas and/or dendrites.
To determine the extent to which the missing cargos are secreted, we looked for their presence in coelomocytes, which are scavenger cells in the animal's body that endocytose fluid from the pseudocoelom and concentrate secreted proteins in their endosomes ( Figure 7B ). A previous study developed this method specifically for quantifying INS-22-Venus neuropeptide secretion . We observed neuropeptide cargos at wild-type levels in the endosomes of unc-43 mutant coelomocytes ( Figure 7C ). The only possible sources of the neuropeptide cargo in the coelomocyte endosomes are the axons, cell somas, and dendrites of the nine neurons where the INS-22-Venus transgene is expressed. The wild-type levels of neuropeptide cargos in unc-43 mutant coelomocytes, along with the near absence of the cargos in axons, suggest that a substantial amount of the neuropeptide cargo that fails to enter unc-43 mutant axons is secreted prior to axonal transport. According to this hypothesis, the neuropeptide cargo in wild-type coelomocytes originates mostly from axonal release, whereas the neuropeptide cargo in unc-43 mutant coelomoctyes originates mostly from cell soma and/or dendrite release, resulting in the observed wild-type neuropeptide levels in coelomocytes and in low neuropeptide levels in unc-43 mutant somas and dendrites.
Loss of neuropeptide from unc-43 mutant neurons requires regulated secretion machinery
To further test whether the neuropeptide secretion in unc-43 mutants is regulated or constitutive, we used the coelomocyte uptake assay to test whether the neuropeptide secretion in unc-43 lf mutants requires UNC-31 (CAPS), a protein that docks/primes dense core vesicles for regulated exocytosis (Grishanin et al. 2004; Gracheva et al. 2007; Hammarlund et al. 2008) . For this experiment we used a new integrated The data are means and standard errors of the total background-adjusted dorsal cord fluorescence per mm of cord length from 13 animals. ***P , 0.001 by Tukey's test when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type. n.s., not significant (P . 0.05).
transgene that co-expresses the neuropeptide marker INS-22-Venus along with a constitutively secreted protein (secreted mCherry, or S-mCherry) in cholinergic motor neurons. The S-mCherry marker controls for defects in coelomocyte function and provides an easy way to locate coelomocytes for quantitative imaging in strains with strongly impaired regulated secretion.
Using this system of markers, unc-43 lf mutants showed significantly higher-than-wild-type levels of secreted neuropeptide in their coelomocytes (133% of wild type), while constitutive secretion was not significantly different (Figure 8, A and B) . unc-31 null single mutants accumulated neuropeptide in their coelomocytes at 50% of wild type, consistent with the partial block in neuropeptide secretion observed in prior studies Speese et al. 2007) . However, in unc-43 unc-31 double mutants, secreted neuropeptide in coelomocytes was reduced by 96% relative to unc-43 single mutants ( Figure 8A ). This suggests that most of the neuropeptide that is secreted from unc-43 mutant neurons exits via an unc-31-dependent regulated secretory pathway rather than via constitutive secretion. The neuropeptide secretion in unc-43 lf mutants was also dependent on the conventional synaptic t-SNARE syntaxin because an unc-18 (nSec1) null mutation also reduced secreted neuropeptide levels in coelomocytes by 90% ( Figure 8A ). UNC-18 interacts closely with syntaxin to regulate conventional neurotransmitter release from SVs in C. elegans (Weimer et al. 2003; McEwen and Kaplan 2008; Johnson et al. 2009 ), and syntaxin is required for DCV docking in C. elegans (Hammarlund et al. 2008) , so this result again supports the conclusion that the neuropeptide secretion in unc-43 lf mutants occurs via a regulated secretory pathway.
None of the four strains with decreased neuropeptide secretion (unc-31 null, unc-18 null, and the doubles with unc-43) were associated with corresponding decreases in constitutive S-mCherry in coelomocytes, although two of these strains showed significant increases in S-mCherry in coelomocytes ( Figure 8B ). As expected, an unc-43 gain-offunction mutant had the opposite phenotype: strongly decreased levels of secreted neuropeptide in coelomocytes (17% of wild type) although it also had significantly high levels of S-mCherry in coelomocytes (Figure 8 , A and B). As Images of the DA6 motor neuron soma (outlined in dashes) with its axonal commissure exiting the cell soma on the ventral side of the animal (left) and the same commissure entering the nerve cord on the dorsal side of the animal (right). The fluorescent signal comes from NLP-21-Venus neuropeptide in dense core vesicles expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs56. Time-lapse imaging demonstrates that most of these puncta represent individual vesicles (Goodwin et al. 2012) . (B and C) Representative, identically scaled images and quantification of soluble NLP-21-Venus cargo, expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs56 (first pair of bars), or unprocessed NLP-21-Venus cargo (aggregated neuropeptide cargo; Figure S1 ) ), expressed from the ceIs56 transgene in an egl-3 null mutant background (second pair of bars) in DA/DB motor neuron axons in animals with the indicated genotypes. Graph for (B) are the data means and standard errors from the following numbers of puncta: 391 (wild type; from 24 commissures), 138 (unc-43 mutant; from 23 commissures), 358 (egl-3 mutant; from 26 commissures), or 36 (unc-43; egl-3 double mutant; 19 commissures). Graph data for (C) are means and standard errors from the following numbers of puncta: 153 (wild type; from 13 commissures), 39 (unc-43 mutant; from 14 commissures), 112 (egl-3 mutant; from 13 commissures), or 19 (unc-43; egl-3 double mutant; from 12 commissures). ***P # 0.001 by the unpaired t-test with Welch correction when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type (or to the egl-3 null mutant for the aggregated cargo experiments).
judged by quantification of nonsecreted mCherry in cell somas, all of the strains that we tested showed wild-type expression levels with the exception of the unc-43; unc-18 double, whose slow growth may have impaired expression of the transgenes (46% of wild type; Figure 9B ). However, even after normalizing for the decreased expression level of this strain, we can conclude that the unc-18 null mutation reduced secreted neuropeptide in unc-43 mutant coelomocytes by 90%.
If neuropeptide is being secreted by an UNC-31 (CAPS)-dependent regulated secretory pathway from unc-43 mutant somas, it is possible that the aberrant distribution and exocytosis of DCVs results from a mislocalization of UNC-31 itself. For example, if eliminating UNC-43 impaired the trafficking of UNC-31 to axons, unc-43 mutant somas might be more likely to exocytose DCVs prior to axonal transport. However, using immunostaining we found normal levels of UNC-31 in unc-43 mutant dorsal axons ( Figure S4 ), suggesting that mislocalization of UNC-31 is not the cause of the aberrant neuropeptide secretion in unc-43 mutants.
Blocking the function of regulated secretory proteins allows neuropeptide cargos to accumulate in unc-43 lf mutant axons
Taken together, the above data suggest that, in the absence of UNC-43 (CaM kinase II), DCVs are secreted prior to axonal transport via an UNC-31 (CAPS)-dependent regulated secretory pathway. If DCVs are indeed properly formed in unc-43 lf mutants, then blocking their secretion using unc-43 unc-31 double mutants should restore wild or near-wild-type levels of DCVs to axons by allowing them to escape the cell soma instead of being exocytosed. To test this, we quantified neuropeptide cargo in the axons and cell somas of the same strains used for the above in vivo secretion experiment. The results showed that unc-43 unc-31 double mutants transport neuropeptide-carrying vesicles into axons where they accumulate at levels that are not significantly different from unc-31 single mutants ( Figure 9A ). This suggests that DCVs in unc-43 mutants are stored in the absence of the DCV regulated secretory pathway and thus are not constitutively secreted. We saw similar results using an unc-18 null mutation to block regulated secretion in unc-43 lf mutants, although the levels of neuropeptide cargo in unc-43; unc-18 doublemutant axons were much lower than those in unc-43 unc-31 double-null mutant axons ( Figure 9A) . A significant part of this difference is due to a 54% decrease in expression of the transgene caused by combining the unc-43 and unc-18 null mutations ( Figure 9C ), which severely impaired the growth of the animals.
In cell somas, blocking regulated secretion with the unc-31 null mutation restored neuropeptide levels in unc-43 mutants to 58% of wild type despite having no significant effect on expression of the transgene. The fact that neuropeptide levels are still lower than wild type in unc-43 unc-31 double-mutant somas could indicate that degradation of neuropeptide cargos, either before or after DCVs are formed, also contributes to the loss of neuropeptides in unc-43 mutants. Alternatively, or in addition, the secretion that still occurs in unc-43 unc-31 double mutants ( Figure 8A ; 10% of wild type) could contribute to the reduced cell soma neuropeptide levels.
CaM kinase II is not required for the active transport of DCVs between cell somas and the synaptic region of axons
One model suggested by our data is that DCVs in unc-43 lf mutants fail to enter the axon because they are exocytosed from cell somas and/or dendrites by a regulated secretory pathway before they have a chance to be transported to axons. However, this model does not preclude an additional defect in the active transport of DCVs from cell somas to axons in unc-43 lf mutants, since this phenotype would be masked if DCVs are lost by secretion prior to transport. Our initial analysis of unc-43 unc-31 double mutants argues against a DCV transport defect because blocking regulated secretion restored near-wild-type levels of DCVs in axons that are .100 mm away from the cell soma ( Figure 9A ). That said, a rigorous test of DCV transport is warranted because there is precedent for CaM kinase II affecting the movement of DCVs. Two prior studies used pharmacological approaches to acutely inhibit CaM kinase II in dissected Drosophila larvae and found that this abolished the DCV movements between synaptic boutons that normally occur after high-frequency tetanic stimulation (Shakiryanova et al. 2007) as well as the subsequent capture of DCVs as they Representative, identically scaled images and quantification of coelomocytes containing constitutively secreted mCherry. These are the same coelomocytes shown in A because the ceIs201 transgene also co-expresses mCherry with a signal sequence as an internal control for constitutive secretion and coelomocyte function. Graph data are means and standard errors of the background-adjusted total coelomocyte fluorescence from 28 to 32 coelomocytes (from 28-32 different animals). **P , 0.01 by Dunnett's test when comparing the indicated genotypes to wild type.
transit through synaptic boutons after stimulation (Wong et al. 2009 ).
To determine whether genetic ablation of CaM kinase II affects the axonal transport of DCVs in intact animals, we used time-lapse microscopy to analyze DCV movements in the axonal commisssures of unc-43 lf mutants (i.e., between cell somas and the synaptic region). Since most DCVs fail to enter the axonal commissure in unc-43 lf mutants, we analyzed DCV movements in unc-43 unc-31 double mutants and compared them to unc-31 single mutants and wild type as well as an unc-43 gain-of-function mutant. The density of puncta in the commissures of the three mutant strains that we analyzed was not significantly different from wild type ( Figure 10B ). Our analysis of kymographs produced from time-lapse movies of these strains ( Figure 10A ) showed that active transport in unc-31 null mutants is not significantly different from unc-31 unc-43 double mutants with respect to the percentage of puncta that were mobile, the number of movements per mobile punctum per micron, the percentage of movements that were in the anterograde direction, the percentage of total distance that was in the anterograde direction, the mean anterograde and retrograde distance per movement, or the mean anterograde and retrograde velocities (Figure 10, C-G) . Both strains containing the unc-31 null mutation (the unc-31 single mutant and the unc-31 unc-43 double mutant) showed a significantly reduced retrograde velocity; however, they were not significantly different from each other, indicating that the unc-43 lf mutation did not contribute to this phenotype ( Figure 10F) . Furthermore, the unc-43 gain-of-function mutant was not significantly different from wild type for any of the parameters that we measured (Figure 10 , B-G). These data suggest that an axonal transport defect does not contribute to the failure of DCVs to populate unc-43 mutant axons.
Wild-type DCV densities in cell somas are 2% of DCV densities in axons Taken together, the above data suggest that wild-type neurons have a mechanism to inhibit or otherwise tightly regulate how much DCV secretion occurs from cell somas. Inhibiting release from somas would allow the UNC-104 motor (KIF1A) to transport DCVs out of cell somas to the synaptic region of axons where they could be stored until appropriate signals stimulate their release. If this is true, wild-type animals should have a relatively low concentration of DCVs in their cell somas and a much higher concentration in axons. To test this prediction, we reconstructed two wild-type motor neuron cell somas and a dorsal axon synaptic region spanning several synapses at high resolution using serial electron micrographs and then counted the DCVs in each region. The motor neuron somas contained an average of 40 DCVs each at an average concentration of 4.4 DCVs/mm 3 , whereas the much smaller axonal region contained an average of 25 DCVs per synapse at an average concentration of 187 DCV/mm 3 , or 50-fold higher than the concentration in somas (Figure 11, A and B) . Thus, although there are no data to rule out that secretion of DCVs normally occurs from wild-type motor neuron somas, the reconstruction data suggest that motor neurons do not use somas to store a large reservoir of DCVs for secretion. This contrasts with neuroendocrine cells, such as chromaffin cells and pancreatic b-cells, in which DCVs number in the tens of thousands per cell and can occupy 31 and 12% of the cell soma volume, respectively (Dean 1973; Plattner et al. 1997) .
Abnormal neuropeptide function contributes to the sluggish locomotion of unc-43 lf mutants
If unc-43 mutants secrete native neuropeptides abnormally from their motor neuron somas instead of their axons, this could affect the animal's locomotion behavior. Similarly, the 90% reduction in axonal DCVs in motor neurons could also affect the animal's locomotion behavior. To test this in living animals, we compared the basal locomotion rates of unc-43 mutants in the presence and absence of native neuropeptides by making unc-43; egl-3 double null mutants. Eliminating EGL-3 (PC2 convertase) or EGL-21 (carboxypeptidase E) causes a similar sluggish locomotion rate that is not further worsened in an egl-3; egl-21 double null mutant ). Since these processing enzymes act sequentially, this demonstrates that knocking out either processing enzyme effectively eliminates most or all of the neuropeptide function that regulates basal locomotion rate.
Although both unc-43 nulls and egl-3 nulls have basal locomotion rates that are significantly slower than wild type, we found that the locomotion rate of the egl-3 null was not further reduced by additionally removing UNC-43 function (Figure 12 ). This suggests that the sluggish basal locomotion of unc-43 null mutants largely results from abnormal neuropeptide function because if it had a different cause, the double with the egl-3 null would be worse. The sluggish locomotion could result from ectopic somatic release of neuropeptides and/or from a reduction in the axonal supply of DCVs. These data contrast strongly with the unc-108 (Rab2) null, which has a sluggish locomotion rate not significantly different from the unc-43 null, but which strongly reduces the locomotion of the egl-3 null (Figure 12 ), consistent with Rab2 having a function that does not overlap with neuropeptides ).
Discussion
A novel function for CaM kinase II
In this study we used the strengths of C. elegans to discover a previously unknown membrane-trafficking control pathway that, when disrupted, has profound effects on the distribution of DCVs within neurons as well as on the sites at which neuropeptides are released. No less surprising and unexpected was our finding that CaM kinase II plays a major role in this novel pathway. Discovered 35 years ago (Schulman and Greengard 1978a,b), CaM kinase II is a ubiquitous enzyme, but it is especially abundant in the brain, where it makes up 1-2% of total protein depending on the brain region (Erondu and Kennedy 1985) . Most prior studies of the role of CaM kinase II in neurons have focused on two major areas: (1) presynaptic effects on synaptic strength and plasticity and (2) postsynaptic effects on glutamate receptors, especially with respect to long-term potentiation (LTP) in hippocampal dendritic spines.
Presynaptic studies in vertebrates have revealed both positive and negative roles for CaM kinase II as a regulator of synaptic transmission (Wang 2008) . Similarly, studies of CaM kinase II in the C. elegans nervous system also showed that both loss-and gain-of-function unc-43 (CaM kinase II) mutations reduce spontaneous and evoked ACh and GABA synaptic transmission (Q. Vashlishan et al. 2008) . The gain-of-function effect on synaptic transmission 
(B-G) Graphs plotting various parameters
extracted from the kymographs as indicated. For all graphs, the indicated parameter was calculated as an average or a percentage based on all movements in each kymograph, and then the average of all of the kymographs was plotted (n = 23, 22, 25, and 20 wild type, unc-31, unc-43 unc-31 double mutant, and unc-43 gf, respectively). Error bars represent standard errors. **P # 0.01 by Dunnett's test when comparing to wild type. Bars without asterisks are not significantly different from wild type when compared by Dunnett's test. n.s., not significant when nonwild-type strains are compared using Tukey's test.
requires the BK channel SLO-1 (a Ca ++ -activated K + channel) (Q. .
The postsynaptic LTP studies show that CaM kinase II is one of the major signaling proteins that is activated by the increase in Ca ++ entry that occurs through glutamate-gated ion channels in dendrites during the initiation phase of LTP (Lisman et al. 2012 ). Activated CaM kinase II then contributes to the long-term strengthening of hippocampal synapses by phosphorylating AMPA-type glutamate receptors in the dendrites, resulting in even more Ca ++ entry upon presynaptic stimulation (Lisman et al. 2012) .
The techniques used in both the pre-and the postsynaptic studies could detect only the release of classical neurotransmitters from small synaptic vesicles and could not directly detect effects on DCVs or effects mediated by DCVs. In the current study, we used an unbiased forward genetic strategy to investigate the requirements for DCV trafficking between cell somas and axons. Our discovery that CaM kinase II has a crucial role in a membrane-trafficking pathway is not unprecedented. Two prior studies showed that CaM kinase II regulates the membrane transport of AMPA-type glutamate receptors into postsynaptic regions in C. elegans and in vertebrate hippocampal slices (Rongo and Kaplan 1999; Hayashi et al. 2000; Rongo 2002 ). However, no prior study has implicated CaM kinase II in the major DCV trafficking pathway reported here.
Normal axonal transport of DCVs in CaM kinase II mutants
Two prior studies used pharmacological approaches to acutely inhibit CaM kinase II in dissected Drosophila larvae and found that this abolished the DCV movements within and between synaptic boutons that occur after high-frequency tetanic stimulation (Shakiryanova et al. 2007 ) as well as the subsequent capture of DCVs as they transit through synaptic boutons after stimulation (Wong et al. 2009 ). Although we found no defect in DCV motility between cell somas and the synaptic region of axons in CaM kinase II lf mutants, our data do not rule out a defect in DCV motility in the synaptic region itself after high-frequency tetanic stimulation. Neither Drosophila study investigated the role of CaM kinase II in regulating the exocytosis of DCVs prior to axonal transport or the effects of CaM kinase II inhibition on DCV levels in axons and cell somas. Because it is unclear how a defect in the intersynaptic motility/synaptic capture of DCVs could be related to the massive loss of DCV cargos via regulated exocytosis that we see prior to axonal transport, attempts to explain these disparate Figure 11 DCV densities in wild-type cell somas are 2% of DCV densities at synapses. (A and B) Three-dimensional reconstructions of motor neuron cell somas (A) and axonal synapses (B) from electron micrographs of serial thin sections cut from high-pressure-frozen wild-type animals. Light blue spheres, synaptic vesicles; black spheres, dense core vesicles; red, active zone dense projection; green, mitochondria; brown, nucleus; blue, Golgi and Golgi-adjacent vesicles; dark gray, endoplasmic reticulum; light gray, multivesicular bodies.
phenotypes in terms of a common underlying mechanism should be made with caution.
Model for CaM kinase II's DCV function
Our data show that eliminating CaM kinase II reduces axonal and cell soma levels of DCVs by 90 and 80%, respectively. Mutationally blocking regulated secretion in unc-43 lf mutants restored near wild-type axonal levels of DCVs, and time-lapse microscopy of such double mutants showed no defect in active transport. In vivo secretion assays revealed that much of the missing neuropeptide in unc-43 mutants is secreted by a regulated secretory mechanism requiring UNC-31 (CAPS) and UNC-18 (nSec1). Analysis of DCVs at cell soma/axon boundaries suggested that most DCVs never escape unc-43 mutant somas. Taken together, these data suggest that CaM kinase II inhibits the regulated exocytosis of DCVs from neuronal somas and/or dendrites.
By this model, most of the "missing" neuropeptide cargo in unc-43 lf mutants is secreted, although we cannot rule out that some degradation of neuropeptide cargos prior to secretion (either before or after DCV biogenesis) also contributes to the loss. Although we did not directly observe neuropeptide release from cell somas, our finding that IDA-1-GFP levels are not reduced in unc-43 mutant somas provides indirect evidence of DCV exocytosis from unc-43 mutant somas when coupled with our observation of reduced neuropeptide levels in the somas. IDA-1 is a transmembrane DCV protein, so it should not disappear from somas upon DCV exocytosis, unlike the neuropeptide cargo. It is a little surprising that we do not see even higher levels of IDA-1-GFP in the somas because we might expect it to accumulate in the plasma membrane due to increased neuropeptide secretion from the soma. This could indicate that postfusion endocytosis and degradation of IDA-1 is very efficient or that some IDA-1 is diverted to a degradative pathway prior to DCV biogenesis in unc-43 mutants.
The proposed model prompts an interesting question about UNC-31's role in cell soma neuropeptide release. Specifically, what is the pathway that allows an unc-31 null mutant to secrete at 50% of wild-type levels, but that is blocked by .90% in the unc-43 unc-31 double mutant? One possibility is that there are two cell soma neuropeptide release pathways: one UNC-31-dependent and one UNC-31-independent but CaM kinase II-dependent. By this model, eliminating CaM kinase II blocks the UNC-31-independent secretion and at the same time removes an inhibition from the UNC-31-dependent pathway, causing all neuropeptides to be released from the soma by the UNC-31-dependent pathway. This is consistent with our observation that virtually all (96%) of the secretion in an unc-43 lf mutant is UNC-31-dependent.
Source of calcium for activating the CaM kinase II's DCV function
The search for the source(s) of Ca ++ that activates CaM kinase II's DCV function is complicated by the fact that Ca ++ has multiple roles that could affect DCV levels in opposite ways. For example, Ca ++ is known to activate DCV exocytosis in endocrine cells (Martin 2003) . Thus, reducing Ca ++ influx through a channel that regulates exocytosis could cause a build-up of DCVs. In contrast, reducing Ca ++ influx through a channel that regulates CaM kinase II's DCV function would cause reduced levels of DCVs in neurons. Furthermore, it is possible that one or more of the same channel types could regulate both functions and that blocking both functions could result in intermediate, possibly even wild-type, levels of DCVs. In two other functions of UNC-43 in C. elegans, glutamate receptor trafficking and olfactory neuronal fate specification, the source of Ca ++ for activating UNC-43 (CaM kinase II) is external Ca ++ entering through voltage-gated calcium channels (Rongo and Kaplan 1999; Troemel et al. 1999) . We found that the same voltage-gated calcium channel mutations used in those studies had no effect on DCV levels in axons. Although we cannot rule out that the wild-type DCV levels result from the "cancelling out" of different Ca ++ functions, our study suggests that at least some of the calcium for activating UNC-43's DCV function comes through the ryanodine receptor, which releases calcium from internal stores in the ER. Several studies have found that disrupting either CaM kinase II or ryanodine receptors causes similar phenotypes and, in one of those studies, the data suggested that CaM kinase II functioned downstream of the Ca ++ released by the ryanodine receptor (He et al. 2000; Jin and Hawkins 2003; Shakiryanova et al. 2007) . However, in the vertebrate heart, CaM kinase II functions upstream of the ryanodine receptor and modulates its activity via phosphorylation (Currie 2009 ). Because an unc-68 (ryanodine receptor) null mutant does not disrupt DCV trafficking to the same extent as a CaM kinase II lf mutant, it is possible that eliminating the ryanodine receptor also reduces DCV exocytosis, thus causing a build-up of DCVs that would counteract some of the losses incurred by disrupting the CaM kinase II pathway. Alternatively, there could be another source of Ca ++ that contributes to activating CaM kinase II's DCV function such as CCA-1 (CaV3) or Ca ++ exiting the ER through the inositol trisphosphate (IP 3 ) receptor. Indeed, IP 3 receptors appear to be present in the C. elegans nervous system (Baylis et al. 1999) , and a prior study found evidence that both IP 3 receptors and ryanodine receptors contribute to O 2 -induced tonic signaling, which involves the release of neuropeptides from O 2 -sensing neurons in C. elegans (Busch et al. 2012) .
Why do neurons need the CaM kinase II DCV pathway?
The involvement of CaM kinase II and proteins known to function in regulated exocytosis suggests that this DCV pathway is part of a regulated signal transduction cascade. There are at least three DCV trafficking-related needs that might have driven neurons to evolve this pathway: (1) preventing DCV exocytosis from cell somas before axonal transport of DCVs to axons (i.e., protecting DCVs before they are transported); (2) regulating DCV numbers in neurons; and (3) regulating DCV release from cell somas vs. axons in response to cell-specific needs or specific cues.
First, CaM kinase II may function in a pathway that physically changes or sequesters DCVs so they are fusionincompetent within the cell soma, thus allowing them to be transported to axons where they can serve their intended function. For example, DCVs that have been modified by the CaM kinase II pathway may no longer be responsive to electrical depolarization or other signals that they might encounter in the cell soma, but they may now be responsive to different signals, such as those generated by the network of Ga pathways that controls synaptic activity in axons (Perez-Mansilla and Nurrish 2009). Indeed, a past study found that CaM kinase II and Ga o act in the same genetic pathway to regulate signaling during the locomotion behavior (Robatzek and Thomas 2000) .
Second, CaM kinase II may be part of a regulatory system that maintains DCV numbers within an optimal range. According to this hypothesis, DCV production in cell somas is relatively constant, but rates of exocytosis can vary greatly. When rates of DCV exocytosis decrease, the excess DCVs would accumulate in the absence of a CaM kinase II-based mechanism to eliminate them (i.e., turning off the CaM kinase II pathway). One problem with this hypothesis is that turning off the CaM kinase II pathway would cause nondirected release of potentially behavior-altering neuropeptides and thus could have deleterious effects.
Third, neurons may use the CaM kinase II DCV pathway to regulate neuropeptide release from cell somas vs. axons in response to neuron-specific requirements for establishing or altering a behavior or in response to environmental cues. For example, neurons may turn off the CaM kinase II pathway to drive cell soma release to distribute neuropeptides globally. This would be useful to initiate a complex, coordinated set of behaviors that is not dependent on directed release, such as egg laying in Aplysia, in which a complex mixture of neuropeptides is released from the bag cell neurons to initiate a coordinated set of behaviors (Scheller and Axel 1984) . In contrast, turning on the CaM kinase II pathway would drive release from axons, which would be expected to produce more local effects such as altering the strength of synaptic connections. Different neurons may use the CaM kinase II pathway in opposite ways to affect cellspecific functions, with some neurons requiring cell soma neuropeptide release to mediate their functions (CaM kinase II pathway off) and others requiring axonal release of neuropeptides (CaM kinase II pathway on). Alternatively, neurons may change how they release neuropeptides, either allowing or inhibiting cell soma secretion in response to environmental cues that regulate the CaM kinase II pathway.
Concluding remarks
Using the strengths of the genetic model C. elegans, we have uncovered a previously unrecognized DCV trafficking control pathway within neurons and an unprecedented function for the heavily investigated signaling protein CaM kinase II. The key factors contributing to this discovery include lack of CaM kinase II genetic redundancy in C. elegans (mice and humans have four isoforms), a strategic unbiased forward genetic screen, and the ability to perform high-resolution, quantitative imaging of DCV cargos in different physical states in defined regions of identified neurons in live animals. In future studies, new forward genetic screens can identify positive and negative regulators of this unusual new pathway, which may reveal connections to other signal transduction and membrane-trafficking pathways within neurons.
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Figure S2
The EGL-21 affinity-purified polyclonal antibody specifically recognizes the DCV cargo EGL-21 (Carboxypeptidase E).
(A) and (C) Representative images of anti-EGL-21 immunoreactivity in the of the dorsal cord of wild type (A) and the egl-21(n476) mutant (C), which carries a 123 bp deletion that shifts the reading frame and is predicted to encode a truncated mutant protein missing ~2/3 of its sequence . We did the immunostaining in a ceIs123 genetic background, which expresses soluble GFP in the dorsal cord axons. We co-immuostained all strains with an anti-GFP antibody as a permeabilization control (lower green image in each pair). Note that the EGL-21 signal is mostly absent in the egl-21(n476) mutant, whereas the anti-GFP signal, which we visualized using a Dylight 650 far red -emitting secondary antibody, is unaffected.
(B) Diffraction limited EGL-21 puncta (red) in a wild type sublateral axon. The density of synapses in the sublateral processes is low (Charlie et al. 2006b ), thus permitting resolution of what are likely to be individual DCVs.
Figure S3
The mutations used in this study do not significantly affect expression from transgenes containing the promoter used in this study.
Representative, identically-scaled images and quantification of soluble GFP, expressed from the integrated transgene ceIs123, in ventral cord motor neuron somas in animals with the indicated genotypes. Graph data are means and standard errors from 12 animals each. 
Supplemental Materials and Methods
Quantitative fluorescence imaging of live animals and image analysis
Growth and Mounting of Strains: We produced live adults for imaging fluorescently tagged proteins by plating 10 -14 L2-stage larvae on each of five locomotion plates and growing 5 ½ -6 d at 20°C to produce next generation young adult progeny (growth times and numbers plated were modified as necessary for slow growing mutants). ~45 -55 young adults were selected and transferred to an unseeded plate, from which we loaded them into a 30 l drop of 30 mg/ ml BDM (2, 3-Butanedione monoxime; Sigma B0753) in M9 buffer on a coverslip, which we incubated for 10 min (from the time the animals first touched the drop) on a moistened 1.5 cm Kimwipe square under a Petri plate lid. We then removed ~27 l of the solution using a P20 microinjection tip (Eppendorf 5242 956.003), leaving the worms behind in a small amount of anesthetic. We inverted the coverslip onto a 2% agarose pad , with the agarose dissolved in M9 buffer. After straightening the coverslip slightly and nudging it ~1 mm to help with dorsal/ ventral orientation, we sealed two diagonal corners with a dab of clear nail polish and imaged animals over the next 35 -55 min. For imaging coelomocytes, we grew the culture plates for about 12 h less time and used a stereomicroscope to select very young L4 stage animals in which vulval involution had just begun, forming a smoothly rounded indentation with no straight or sharp edges or secondary development.
Collecting Images: We collected images at 22°C using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E inverted microscope equipped with a Nikon CFI Apo TIRF 100X/ 1.49 N.A. objective, a Nikon motorized linear-encoded high resolution z-drive, a SmartShutter shutter with a Lambda SC controller and a foot pedal switch (Sutter Instruments), and a motorized filter turret containing GFP, YFP, and Texas Red filter cubes (Semrock). Our illumination source was an X-Cite 120Q illuminator (Lumen Dynamics, Montreal, Canada). We captured all dorsal cord and ventral cell soma images, and the coelomoctye images in Figure 7 with an ORCA-AG camera (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ) controlled by Metamorph Premier software. We captured the coelomocyte images in Figure 8 with an ORCA Flash 4.0 16-bit camera. For ventral and dorsal cord images, we only collected images from animals with their ventral or dorsal surfaces facing the objective. We collected dorsal cord images from a region extending posterior from a point ~10 microns anterior to the vulva. For strains expressing markers from the unc-129 promoter we collected ventral soma images from the DA6 and DB6 neurons (imaged together and quantified as one region that included the dendrite between them). For strains expressing markers from the unc-17 promoter, we imaged a cluster of 5 -6 cell somas ~midway between vulva and anus. We collected coelomocyte images from laterally oriented animals, choosing the posterior coelomocyte closest to the objective. For the Figure 8 -9 data, we used a Texas Red filter to find the coelomocyte or neuronal target region (to prevent photobleaching of the INS-22-Venus signal) before collecting both ssmCherry and INS-22-Venus signals from each target. Z-series interval sizes and plane numbers were as follows: dorsal cords and ventral somas -0.242 m X 11 planes (0.312 m X 14 for experiments that quantified DCVs in commissures); coelomoctyes -0.242 m X 12 planes. The shutter was closed between successive planes to reduce photobleaching. We collected all images for an experiment at identical light source powers and exposure times and repeated collections of the wild type strain every 6 th imaging session in an experiment. Before imaging each strain, we measured the light power of the peak emission wavelength at the objective using an XR2100 power meter (Lumen Dynamics) and an XP750 objective plane light sensor (Lumen Dynamics) with the stage position set at a standard distance (z-position) from the objective. We then used the XR2100 light guide insertion port to determine the total light power necessary to achieve the targeted light power at the objective. Total light power was then measured just prior to acquiring each image stack. If necessary, we adjusted the light power to within 1% of the target value by adjusting the extent to which the light guide was pushed into the exit port of the X-Cite 120Q. Typical total light powers were kept relatively low at ~2.1 Watts (out of ~4.5 Watts maximum) to reduce photobleaching.
Processing and Quantifying Images: The coelomocyte image stacks used for Figure 8 were directly converted to maximum projections without using deconvolution. To process all other images we used AutoDeblur Gold CWF (Media Cybernetics) to deconvolve the image stacks using the Adaptive PSF blind method and 10 iterations at the low noise setting. After deconvolving, we produced maximum intensity projections of each image stack and, for display images, set a scaling value that was used for all images in the experiment. To quantify dorsal axon fluorescence intensities per micron, we first tightly traced the dorsal cord across the entire field of view using the Trace Region tool in Metamorph and obtained the total integrated fluorescence in the region. We then copied this region and shifted it onto a region of the animal immediately adjacent to the cord to obtain the background value. We used the Multi-line tool to obtain the length of the region. Data were logged to a spreadsheet, which subtracted the background and computed the total fluorescence per micron of cord length. To quantify ventral soma intensities per square micron from strains expressing markers from the unc-129 promoter, we traced the DA6 and DB6 cell somas and the dendrite process between them as a single region, produced a background region as above, and used a spreadsheet to compute the background-corrected intensity per square micron. For lines expressing markers from the unc-17 promoter we chose the 2 brightest somas in the field of view (or 2 randomly if they look similar). We traced the boundary of each of the two chosen cell somas but avoided including any region of the soma that overlapped with the axon path that sometimes ran across the edge of these somas. We traced these two somas as separate regions, added their total intensities together, subtracted out background (from a similar region on the animal), and normalized to their areas as above. We copied the identical regions onto the corresponding mCherry images to quantify expression levels. To quantify total coelomocyte fluorescence we traced a single region enclosing all of the detectable endosomes in the coelomocyte, produced a background region as above (i.e. a background region from a similar region on the animal, not off the animal), and computed a background corrected total integrated intensity (not normalized to area, since we were interested in the total fluorescent protein content in the coelomocyte). For the Figure 8 data, we used the constitutively-secreted mCherry signal to find the coelomocyte boundaries in strains that were defective in secreting the fluorescently-tagged neuropeptide. To count individual DCVs in commissures we identified the segment of each commissure that contains DCVs in sharp focus by clicking through the planes of the original stack file. We excluded the out-of-focus regions distal to the cell soma on the ventral side or distal to the cord on the dorsal side. We then scaled the image to detect the faintest puncta above background and used a finger counter to count the number of puncta in each commissure segment, increasing or decreasing the scaling as necessary to help detect DCVs or distinguish between single or multiple DCVs. Although some of the brightest spots were likely composed of 2 or more DCVs superimposed on each they were counted as a single punctum unless we detected cleavage or a lobe that indicated at least two. We then used the Multi-line tool to obtain the length of the quantified commissure segment for normalization per micron.
Producing Representative Images: After quantifying an image set we produced representative images for display by saving 8-bit versions of an image that was close to mean +/-standard error for the set. All images were scaled identically to the reference strain, usually wild type.
Time lapse video microscopy of dense core vesicle active transport in live animals
Growth and Mounting of Strains: Animals were grown to the young adult stage as described above for quantitative fluorescence imaging. We prepared 2% agarose pad slides containing 1.5 mM levamisole 16-24 hours before use by adding 3.75 ml of 200 mM Levamisole in water (freshly prepared) to 500 l of 65° molten 2% agarose (melted in M9 buffer) in a 65° heat block. We preheated the tips of two Pasteur pipets in the heat block and used the first pipet to mix the levamisole into the agarose by pipetting up and down. The tube was then re-heated for 1 min in the heat block before using the second preheated pipet to withdraw the 500 l and apply it to 3 microscope slides to make agarose pads as previously described . After removing the top slide, we applied a 24 x 30 mm coverslip to the top of the agarose pad such that the long dimensions of slide and coverslip are perpendicular to each other and the coverslip hangs off the edge of the slide, and stored them in a humidified container at 4° until they were used on the following day. The next day, we first equilibrated the agarose pads to room temperature (in their humidified container) and prepared 2 mM Levamisole in M9 (from the same 200 mM stock prepared the day before and stored overnight at 4°). To mount animals on a pad, we pre-picked 30 young adults to an unseeded plate, applied 30 l of 2 mM levamisole to a 24 X 30 mm coverslip, picked the 30 young adults to the droplet, and incubated them for 6:10 min on a moist Kimwipe square under a Petri plate lid. Immediately at the start of this incubation we removed an agarose pad slide from the humidified container, removed its protective coverslip, used a Kimwipe to remove any excess moisture from around the pad, and allowed the pad to dry during the remaining incubation time. At the end of the 6:10 min, we used a Kimwip to dry the moisture from the bottom of the coverslip, supported the coverslip on a Petri plate lid, and removed 27 ul of liquid using a P20 and bent gel loading tip while viewing the animals under the stereomicroscope. We then inverted the coverslip onto the agarose pad, sealed two diagonal corners with nail polish, and started a count-up timer.
Image Acquisition: Prior to acquisition, we adjusted the light power of a SOLA LED light engine to 23% (a good level for reducing bleaching during the time course without compromising signal). When the count-up timer reached 15 -20 min, we inverted the slide onto an oil drop on a Nikon CFI Apo TIRF 100X/ 1.49 N.A. objective on a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope. We then scanned the pad left to right, top to bottom using transmitted light to find the first animal oriented with its dorsal cord facing the objective. At 25 min elapsed time (a time sufficient for most animal movements to subside under these conditions), we used YFP light through the eyepieces to focus on INS-22-Venus puncta in 1 or more commissures in a region centered between the vulva and posterior of the animal and collected the first time course from this animal using Metamorph 7.7 acquisition software and an ORCA Flash 4.0 camera. We then continued scanning and acquiring images for the next 15 min (elapsed time: 40 min). Each time course lasted 20 seconds and consisted of 81 50 mS exposures (4 Hz).
Processing Time Lapse Images and Converting them to Kymographs: We used the Review Multidimensional Data Metamorph plug-in to load the time lapse images into a .stk file. After adjusting the scaling and sliding through the .stk file to determine the point most distal to the dorsal cord at which an INS-22-Venus punctum can be detected (not necessary for it to be in sharp focus), we opened the Kymograph plug-in and used the multi-line tool to trace the commissure, starting at the point most distal to the dorsal cord and proceeding toward the dorsal cord. During tracing we moved back and forth between tracing and the slider such that we could visualize the precise commissure path as DCVs moved through sparsely populated regions of the commissure (i.e. following the puncta by clicking as they move along the commissure). After ending the trace, we used the Kymograph plug-in to set the line width at 10, which is the default minimum width that we would use if no movement occurred. If sliding through the .stk file indicated that animal movement moved puncta outside of the line width boundary, we adjusted the line width to the minimum width that allowed all puncta along the commissure to be included in the boundaries (up to ~40 max). If necessary, we additionally shifted the position of the line slightly to compensate for movement. For large movements that occurred at the beginning or end of the time course, we would trim up to 20 frames from one of the ends using the Keep Planes plug-in. We then created, reviewed, and saved the Kymograph, used the Save Regions plug-in to save the line traces associated with the .stk file, and noted the optimal line width for each trace.
Quantifying DCV Movements from Kymographs: After opening the .stk file, using the Load Regions plug-in to re-load the line traces, setting the line width at the above determined optimum, we re-created the Kymograph (previously saved Kymographs can't be used to log data). We then used the Line tool to trace each anterograde movement and logged the Distance and Time data for each movement before repeating for the retrograde movements. We defined movement events with velocities of >= 0.35 microns/ sec for times of >= 0.90 sec (for short movements lasting 0.90 -3.0 sec) or events with velocities of >= 0.075 microns/ sec for times of >= 3.0 sec. The movement ends when it pauses for >= 2 sec, when it reverses direction, or when it reaches the end of the time course. Movements that changed their velocity without pausing or changing direction were treated as single point-to-point straight line movements, with one end of the line at the beginning of the movement and the other end a the end of the movement (thus creating an average distance and time from point A to point B).
Antibody production
To produce the affinity-purified EGL-21 antibody KM39A-5.1, we prepared a recombinant Maltose-Binding Protein-EGL-21 (codons 23-472) fusion protein by transforming KG#666 ] into the bacterial expression host BL21-DE3(RIL). We then induced expression of the protein for 18 h at 19°C from a 5 L culture at an A600 of 0.4 using 30 M IPTG. We froze cell pellets in liquid nitrogen and rapidly thawed them before resuspending in 67 mls ice cold Lysis Buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 8.0/ 300 mM NaCl/ 10 mM me/ 10 mM Imidizole/ 1 mM PMSF/ 0.3 mM EDTA/ 1 g/ ml pepstatin/ 1 g/ ml leupeptin/ 0.255 mg/ ml lysozyme [Sigma L-6876] ) per liter of culture. All steps thereafter were at 4° C. To lyse, we stirred the suspension for 30 min and then added 5 mg of DNAse (Sigma D-4527) and 400 l of 1M MgSO4 and incubated 30 min with stirring. After clearing the lysate with a 30 min X 33,000 X g spin, we loaded the lysate at 0.5 ml/ min onto a 5 ml Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) column hooked to a Biologic (Bio-Rad) low pressure chromatography system. We washed the column with 100 mls of Lysis Buffer and then eluted with 25 mls of Lysis Buffer + 250 mM Imidizole while collecting 1 ml fractions. We combined peak fractions, further purified 875 g of the protein on two SDS-PAGE gels, excised and homogenized the Coomassie -stained gel band in a 10 ml Kontes Potter-Elvehjem tissue grinder using a drill press such that the final concentration was 250 g/ ml of gel suspension. We sent the suspension to Covance (Denver, PA) for injection into a rabbit (250 g initial injection + 4 X 125 g boosts at 3 -week intervals). To affinity purify EGL-21 -specific antibodies we ran out 1200 g of Maltose binding protein (MBP; produced as above using the starting vector pMalC2H10T) and 1200 g of MBP-EGL-21 fusion protein on SDS-PAGE gels (two 8 cm comb-less gels for each protein) and blotted to Nitrocellulose. After staining the blots with Ponceau S, we excised the bands of interest and rinsed them in TBST (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0/ 150 mM NaCl/ 0.05% Tween-20). After blocking 30 min in TBST + 3% non-fat dry milk, we pre-incubated 10 mls of the MBP-EGL-21 antiserum with the MBP strips in a 15 ml conical for 1.5 h at room temperature to remove MBP-reactive antibodies. After removing and discarding the MBP strips, we added the MBP-EGL-21 fusion protein strips and incubated them for 2 h at room temperature with gentle shaking. After washing the strips 4 X 5 min in TBST and once in PBS, we eluted bound antibodies with 1.0 ml of 0.1M glycine, pH 2.5 for 5 min and neutralized the solution with 100 l of 1M Tris, pH 8.0. We then eluted a 2 nd time with 0.2M glycine, pH 2.3, neutralized with 79 l of 1.5 M Tris base, combined the two eluants, and added 245 l of 10% BSA as a cryoprotectant before freezing aliquots at -85 C.
Immunostaining
We prepared freeze-cracked 4% paraformaldehyde fixed worms for immunostaining as described (Charlie et al. 2006a; Charlie et al. 2006b) , with the exception that we fixed worms for anti-FMRFamide staining for 16 h at 6° C . For immunostaining of FMRFamide neuropeptides, we co-immunostained N2 and unc-43(ce685) fixed animals using Rabbit antiFMRFamide antiserum (1/2000) and Goat anti-UNC-47 antiserum (1/12,000) ), using Donkey anti-Rabbit Dylight 550 and Donkey anti-Goat Dylight 488 secondary antibodies (Pierce). For immunostaining of UNC-17 cholinergic synaptic vesicles we co-immunostained ceIs123 [unc-129: :GFP] and unc-43(ce685); ceIs123 fixed animals using Rabbit anti-GFP (1/500; A-6455; Life Technologies) and Mouse anti-UNC-17 (1/5000 from monoclonal ascites fluid; . We dual-labeled the GFP primary antibody with Donkey anti-Rabbit Dylight 488 and Donkey anti-Rabbit Dylight 650 secondaries, which allowed us to easily find the signal using a GFP filter and to assess permeabilization on camera images using a Cy5 filter (since GFP can still fluoresce on its own after fixation, a bright signal in the GFP channel does not necessarily indicate good permeabilization). We labeled the UNC-17 primary antibody with a Donkey anti-Mouse Dylight 550 secondary. For immunostaining of EGL-21 dense core vesicles we co-immunostained ceIs123 [unc-129: :GFP] and unc-43(ce685); ceIs123 fixed animals using Rabbit anti-EGL-21 (1/200; KM39A-5.1; this study) and Mouse anti-GFP (1/500; mAb3E6; QBiogene). We dual-labeled the GFP with Donkey anti-Mouse Dylight 488 and Donkey anti-Mouse Dylight 650 secondaries, and we labeled the EGL-21 primary antibody with a Donkey anti-Rabbit Dylight 550 secondary. For immunostaining of UNC-31 (CAPS), we triple-stained wild type and unc-43(ce685) fixed animals using Goat anti-UNC-31 (1/200; KM16C-3.1; Charlie et al., 2006a) , Mouse anti-UNC-17 (1/5000 from monoclonal ascites fluid; , and Rabbit anti-UNC-10 (1/240; RIM5431; (Koushika et al. 2001 ). We used previously described methods for immunostaining of fixed animals (Charlie et al. 2006a; Charlie et al. 2006b) , with the exception that we only spread 750 animals per slide at the final mounting step.
For quantitative immunostaining we used the same microscope, objective, light power monitoring system, and acquisition software described above for live animal imaging. We used Semrock GFP, Cy3, and Cy5 filter sets and an ORCA AG camera (for antiFMRFamide staining) or an ORCA Flash 4.0 camera (for anti-UNC-17 and anti-EGL-21 immunostaining). We chose to image wellfilleted animals that had their dorsal cords oriented toward the objective in a region ~midway between the head and the vulva. For FMRFamide neuropeptide imaging, we inferred that the dorsal cord immunoreactivity came from the RID neuron axon, based on a previous study . We processed, deconvolved, and quantified images as described above for live animal imaging. To normalize the FMRFamide signals to the UNC-47 permeablization control, we divided the background-adjusted mean FMRFamide intensity per micron in the dorsal cord by the background-adjusted mean peak intensity of the four brightest UNC-47 synaptic vesicle clusters in the image. To normalize the UNC-17 and EGL-21 signals to the GFP permeabilization control, we divided the background-adjusted mean signal intensity per micron in the dorsal cord by the background-adjusted mean GFP intensity per micron in the dorsal cord, using the GFP signal from the Dylight 650 secondary antibody to exclude native GFP fluorescence. W e produced representative images as described above for live animal imaging.
Electron microscopy
We filled a 100 µm deep aluminium platelet (Microscopy Services, Flintbek) with E.coli OP50 suspension, transferred ~20 young adult worms into the chamber, and froze them using a BalTec HPM 10. During freeze substitution in a Leica EM AFS (Rostaing et al. 2006) , we incubated the samples in 0.1% tannic acid (w/v in dry acetone) at -90 °C for 100 h, then washed with dry acetone and incubated for 39.5 h (Figure 4 ) or 32 h ( Figure 11 ) in 2 % OsO4 (w/v in dry acetone) with slowly increasing temperature. We infiltrated the sample with Epoxy resin (Agar Scientific, AGAR 100 Premix kit hard) at room temperature with increasing concentration from 50%, 90% to 100% over 48h. We then thin-embedded the worms in Epon between two glass slides (Muller-Reichert et al. 2010) . We cut sections at 40 nm (Figure 4 ) or 50-60 nm ( Figure 11 ) using a Leica UC6 ultramicrotome and transferred serial section ribbons to copper slot-grids coated with Formvar. We then post-stained by placing the grids on drops of 2.5% (Figure 4 ) or 4 % (Figure 11 ) (w/v) uranyl acetate in distilled water for 4 min (Figure 4 ) or 30 min (Figure 11 ), washed them in distilled water and air-dried them. We then stained the grids on drops of lead citrate for 2 min in a CO2-free chamber, and rinsed them in distilled water. We acquired micrographs with a 4000 x 2700 pixel Gatan CCD camera (ES1000W Erlangshen; Figure 4 ) or a 1024 × 1024 pixel CCD detector (Proscan CCD HSS 512/1024; Proscan Electronic Systems, Scheuring, Germany; Figure 11 ) using a Jeol JEM-1220 (Figure 4 ) or a Zeiss EM 902A transmission electron microscope (Figure 11 ), operated at 80 kV in the bright field mode. Morphometric analysis of dorsal nerve cord serial sections was scored blind. Images were quantified using NIH ImageJ software. A synapse was defined as a set of serial sections spanning the presynaptic specialization plus two flanking sections on each side.
To reconstruct synapses and cell somas, we imported consecutive micrographs of serial sections into the Reconstruct application (Fiala 2005) and aligned them in the rigid mode. We marked vesicles and multivesicular bodies in the section of their largest diameter with the circle tool and later displayed them as "sphere". We traced all larger components (dense projections, membranes, nucleus, mitochondria, ER) in all containing sections and displayed them as "Boissonnat surface" with maximal facets. We generated z-traces for these large structures through the center of the structure and smoothed the alignment with a Moving Average Filter Length of 10.
We used Image J to analyze the electron micrographs. We determined the area of the synaptic terminal and cell body in each section with the "polygon selection" tool and used this to compute the volume of the entire structure based on the section thickness and number of sections. ceIs201 :ssmCherry] KG4282 unc-31(e928); ceIs201 [unc-17::INS-22-Venus, unc-17::RFP, unc-17::ssmCherry] KG4035 unc-43(ce685); egl-3(nr2090) KG3064 unc-43(ce685) nuIs195 [unc-129::INS-22-Venus] KG4067 unc-43(ce685) nuIs195 [unc-129::INS-22-Venus]; unc-68(r1162) KG4285 unc-43(ce685); unc-18(e81); ceIs201 [unc-17::INS-22-Venus, unc-17::RFP, unc-17::ssmCherry] KG4284 unc-43(ce685) unc-31(e928); ceIs201 [unc-17::INS-22-Venus, unc-17::RFP, unc-17::ssmCherry] KG3021 unc-43(ce685); egl-3(nr2090); ceIs56 [unc-129::NLP-21-Venus] KG2866 unc-43(ce725) KG2987 unc-43(ce725); ceIs123 [unc-129::GFP] KG2999 unc-43(ce725); ceIs56 [unc-129::NLP-21-Venus] KG2673 unc-43(ce725); ceIs76 [unc-17::IDA-1-GFP] KG3012 unc-43(n498); ceIs123 [unc-129::GFP] KG2823 unc-43(n498); ceIs76 [unc-17::IDA-1-GFP] KG4297 unc-43(n498); ceIs201 [unc-17::INS-22-Venus, unc-17::RFP, unc-17 unc-108(nu415); unc-43(ce685); ceIs56 [unc-129::NLP-21-Venus] KG2869 unc-108(nu415); unc-43(ce685); ceIs76 [unc-17::IDA-1-GFP] Mutation Lesions (Park and Horvitz 1986; Reiner et al. 1999) unc-108(nu415) 201 bp deletion, encompassing the last 67 codons of the final exon
C. elegans Strains
Strain name Genotype
Loss-of-function; putative null (Chun et al. 2008) egl-3(nr2090) In-frame deletion that removes amino acids 151-377 in the catalytic domain
Loss-of-function; putative null (Liu et al. 1999; Kass et al. 2001) egl-21(n476) 123 bp deletion that shifts the reading frame and is predicted to encode a truncated mutant protein missing ~2/3 of its sequence
Loss-of-function; putative null (Trent et al. 1983; unc-2(e55) Mutation is Q458Stop relative to isoform T02C5.5b
Loss-of-function; putative null ); This study unc-36(e251) W496Stop Loss-of-function; putative null ; WormBase WS230; Confirmed in this study unc-68(r1161) 7.2 Kb deletion, removing >50% of the coding sequence
Loss-of-function; putative null (Maryon et al. 1996) unc-68(r1162) 3.7 Kb deletion, removing about half of the coding sequence and all transmembrane domains
Loss-of-function; putative null (Maryon et al. 1996) Plasmids DNA Name Used StrataScript Reverse Transcriptase and a primer engineered with a restriction site to amplify the full length ida-1 cDNA minus its stop codon (~2.3 Kb) from C. elegans mRNA. The 3' primer is engineered such that the native stop codon of ida-1 is eliminated and replaced with a 2 nucleotide frame adjusting spacer followed by the Age I site that allows inframe insertion of an Age I/ Spe I 3-intron GFP and unc-54 3' end. Used Accuprime Pfx and primers engineered with Spe I/ Age I restriction sites to amplify and clone into Nhe I/ Age I KG#65 (4.2 Kb). KG#156 unc-17::CFP Used Kpn I/ Spe I to cut out the ~1000 bp Kpn I/ Spe I region from KG#94, leaving the 5900 bp vector fragment containing the unc-17 promoter. To this vector fragment, we ligated the 1800 bp Kpn I/ Spe I fragment cut from pPD136.61. acr-2:: expression vector Used Herculase II and primers engineered with restriction sites to amplify the 3.2 Kb acr-2 promoter from KP#704 and cloned it into Pst I/ Bam HI cut pPD96.52 (6.1 Kb). KG#353 acr-2::GFP Used Age I/ Spe I to cut out the 1000 bp unc-54 3' UTR from KG#344 leaving the 6.1 Kb vector fragment containing the acr-2 promoter. To this fragment, we ligated the like-digested 1800 bp GFP + unc-54 3' UTR cut from pPD94.81. KG#355 acr-2::CTNS-1a-GFP Used StrataScript Reverse Transcriptase and a primer engineered with a restriction site to make the full length ctns-1a cDNA (1.2 Kb) lacking a stop codon from C. elegans mRNA for in-frame fusion to GFP. We then used Herculase II polymerase and primers engineered with restriction sites to amplify and clone the cDNA into Nhe I/ Age I cut KG#353 (7.9 Kb). KG#367 unc-129::GFP Used Kpn I/ Spe I to cut out the ~1000 bp unc-54 3' control region from KG#230, leaving the 5.3 kb vector fragment containing the unc-129 promoter. To this vector fragment, we ligated the 1800 bp Kpn I/ Spe I fragment (containing GFP + unc-54 3' control region) cut from pPD94.81. KG#374 unc-129::___-Venus expression vector ) KG#381 myo-2::mCherry Used Kpn I/ Spe I to cut out the ~1400 bp GFP + 3' control region from pPD118.33, leaving the 3.6 kb vector fragment containing the myo-2 promoter. To this vector fragment, we ligated the 1700 bp Kpn I/ Spe I fragment (containing mCherry + unc-54 3' control region) cut from KG#238. KG#416 rab-3::___-Venus expression vector
Used Herculase II and primers engineered with restriction sites to amplify the 1.7 Kb Venus + unc-54 3' UTR region from KP#1383 and swapped it out for the 1 Kb Age I/ Spe I fragment from KG#59 (rab-3:: expression vector; 4.9 Kb).
